Courtney good morning,

I haven’t forgotten about responding to your previous email but I thought you could assist me not only in choosing a good photo of me smiling but begin a dialogue with Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. to help convince him that he is wrong.
Ps – Would you like to encounter when “breaking and entering” Nikki,
a 100% wolf; bearing in mind Nikki not only loves being at our stone home-cabin here in the Cleveland National Forest, very reluctant to get back in his owner Gene Requa’s 1964 Studebaker in perfect condition with only 40,000 original miles and return to Del Mar, but he listens best to my French-Canadian wife,
seen above wearing the Derek Lam raincoat being supported by artist painter Sebastian Capella and not his best photo, Marie Dion Gevisser could be counted on to take care of Nikki as well as Gene who also feeds himself the very best and healthiest of foods?

http://www.sdvag.net/C/SebastianCslide.htm
Ps – Did you get your copy yet of the email I sent Leonard Joffe just prior to making a very excellent vegetarian curry last evening?


Ps I – Do you think it would have been suffice when responding to Dr. Teri Lawton to have simply said, “We also question God!”


Ps II – Did you find Part I of the “STORE CD-ROM” email I began sending the President interesting enough to click on the first hyperlink that took you to a 20 point email I sent a very attractive, well put “to-get-her” [sic], hard working assistant manager of a top hotel in Rancho Sante Fe?


BTW my wife is still sleeping despite the birds now in full force beckoning her to wake and enjoy God’s gifts and before we went to bed last night MdG suggested I watch the movie Life Kills and that if I have time before she wakes up and orders breakfast to watch The Luzhin Defence that she said was a very sexy movie.

I will keep my computer on so that if you or any of the 5,000 individual/groups copied want to just chat.

By The Way, it seems that my idea of only US military personnel and of course retired US military and their immediate families being the only ones allowed to vote which would first of all have them voting themselves a much fairer wage than they currently receive and in the process of course getting rid of the entire US Congress, is really catching on given how for starters the economy of the US is almost exclusively military based and we all also know that real estate speculation is nothing more than mortgaging our children’s future and the rest of the folks are all in jail.

Now you haven’t forgotten that so very important CD-ROM that implicates the CIA as well as British intelligence in the development as well as execution of biological weapons against the opponents of the United States backed South African Apartheid Regime which was all about stealing South Africa’s precious mineral resources including gold and platinum beginning with the De Beers-Anglo Boer War of 1899-1902 that was financed by American banks led by J. P. Morgan with of course the blessing of the 3 Branches of the US Government who also approved the financing of De Beers, the cartel of cartels, price fixers of price fixers as well the financing of the American led 8 Allied Nation invasion of China in 1900.

http://history.howstuffworks.com/european-history/chinese-beat-columbus.htm
1421 THE YEAR CHINA DISCOVERED AMERICA

1421=4 digits when added or multiplied result in the same number 8 which is “lucky” to the Chinese.

It is a pretty good thing that a good number of Chinese people still consider 4 Star American General Stilwell a national hero, agree?

I think you would also agree that if we don’t quickly stop the rhetoric against China who won fairly and squarely World War III without having to fire a shot against the US, these 1.5 odd billion strong, healthy diet, non-aggressive, hard workers who live to learn could turn extraordinarily vengeful and will not be in the least bit afraid to use nuclear weapons on the mainland of the US knowing perfectly well as does the US military that in a conventional war China would win “hands down”.

You would know from your own experience that God helps those who help themselves and those who enslave others counting on both their big guns and command of the airwaves to lie, steal and cheat, are now finding themselves caught between the rock and a hard plate.

Yes, that CD-ROM is not the only piece of evidence against the most brutal, most lying United States Congress.

[Word count 777]

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lavon_Affair

From: John K. Pollard Jr. [mailto:jkjpjkp@alum.mit.edu]
Sent: Saturday, March 01, 2008 8:43 PM
To: MARIE DION GEVISSER; Gary S. Gevisser
Subject: You have received photos from Adobe Photoshop Album Starter Edition 3.2

From the last session, 2/28/08

Gary's efforts to smile just aren't working